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Improved customer 
satisfaction & operational 
measures

Improved audience profiling, 
enriched by 3rd party data

Effective targeting 
/remarketing enabled by 
identity based personalized 
campaigns and machine 
learning based 
recommendation engine

Easily accessible Tableau 
based summary dashboard

Business Impact

Business Challenges
The client is a large fashion and apparel supplier in North America 

with a subscriber base of 8 Million. In last 5 years, the client invested 

signi�cantly in digitizing their processes and enabling digital as a 

self-service channel to reduce their operational cost. Besides this, the 

client focused on each individual channel to improve the customer 

experience, and the channel speci�c KPIs Yet, despite all these 

measures, the client was failed to deliver a seamless experience to the 

consumers across all channels, and drive them up in the value chain 

to improve their YOY revenue and customer pro�tability.

Approach
We initiated the engagement with a 3-week discovery workshop 

where in, we met the various channel managers, marketing, call 

center, content, o�ers and o�ine channel partner team. As an 

outcome of this 3-week discovery workshop, we proposed an 

execution plan for our PBM framework, and initiated the engagement 

with a 3-month Proof-of-Concept. Below mentioned is the high-level 

execution plan:
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Evaluation of existing audience pro�les, segments and the underlying consumer journeys

Evaluation of existing technology infrastructure

Benchmarking of customer satisfaction and operational measures

Enablement of Course5 PBM framework by leveraging client’s technology infrastructure

Enabled real-time pro�ling & segmentation

Enabled an o�er quali�cation and recommendation engine

Exposed the rule engine to the channel managers and in-house data scientists

Set up performance dashboards and scorecards to gauge the impact on satisfaction and operational measures

Enabled the presentment of NBO/NBA across multiple channels

Integrated with the client’s �rst party DMP platform for prospecting and re-marketing

Improved CSAT (from 71% to 88%)

Revenue lift of 13% in last 12 months (5.7% lift was in�uenced by PBM solution)

CPA for the re-marketing campaigns decreased by 13%

LP bounce rate decreased by 32% and the form completion on the additional services increased by 24%

Outcome
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About Course5 Intelligence
Course5 Intelligence enables organizations to make the most e�ective strategic and tactical moves relating to their 

customers, markets, and competition at the rapid pace that the digital business world demands. We do this by driving 

digital transformation through analytics, insights, and Arti�cial Intelligence (AI). Our clients experience higher top line and 

bottom line results with improved customer satisfaction and business agility. As we solve today’s problems for our clients, 

we also enable them to reshape their businesses to meet and actualize the future.

Rapid advances in Arti�cial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology have enabled us to create disruptive 

technologies and accelerators under our Course5 Intelligence suites that combine analytics, digital, and research solutions 

to provide signi�cant and long-term value to our clients. 

Course5 Intelligence creates value for businesses through synthesis of a variety of data and information sources in a 

360-degree approach, solution toolkits and frameworks for speci�c business questions, deep industry and domain 

expertise, Digital Suite and Research AI to accelerate solutions, application of state-of-the-art AI and next-generation 

technologies for cognitive automation and enhanced knowledge discovery, and a focus on actionable insight.
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